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The general reinforcement learning problem in unknown environments is an extremely challenging problem [Hut05]. Proving meaningful guarantees for an agent that directly says something positive about how the agent will perform and that holds with high probability or in expectation with respect to the true environment seems very difficult. We here suggest a framework where we combine notions of what is desirable in decision theory with some concepts from reinforcement learning. In this framework, an agent consists of a decision function and a hypothesis generating function. The hypothesis generating function feeds the decision function a class of environments at every time step and the decision function chooses an action/policy given such a class. The decision theoretic analysis is used to restrict the choice of the decision function. We consider asymptotic properties and error bounds when designing the hypothesis generating function.

In the foundations of decision theory, the focus is on axioms for rational preferences [NM44, Sav54]. The setting is usually that of a single decision and the decision is assumed to not affect the outcome of the observed event, but only its utility. The single decision setting can actually be understood as incorporating sequential decision making since the one choice can be for a policy to follow. This latter perspective is called normal formal in game theory. [SH11] extends rationality theory to the full reinforcement learning setting. It follows from the strictest version of these axioms that the agent must be a Bayesian agent [SH11]. In [SH12b], we slightly loosened the axioms in a way that is closely related to the multiple-prior setting from [GS89], except that it allows optimism instead of pessimism and is based on a given utility function. The optimism allows for better asymptotic optimality guarantees which is of interest in reinforcement learning.

In the field of reinforcement learning, there has been much work dedicated to designing agents for which one can prove asymptotic optimality or sample complexity bounds. The latter are high probability bounds on the number of time steps where the agent does not take a near optimal decision [SLL09]. Most of the work has been dedicated to the setting of discounted Markov Decision
Processes (MDPs) but recently also the case of classes of general environments has been addressed [SH12a, LHS13]. However, a weakness with sample complexity bounds is that they do not directly guarantee good performance for the agent since an agent who has the opportunity to self-destruct can achieve perfect prediction of its future and remove all uncertainty by choosing this option. Hence, aiming for the best sample complexity can be a very bad idea in general reinforcement learning. If one restricts oneself to settings like ergodic MDPs or value-stable environments [RH08] where the agent can always still achieve as high rewards as one could from the start, these bounds are directly meaningful. In the general case they are not. Here we consider agents that are rational in a decision theoretic sense and within that class design agents that make few errors.
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